There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the earth
Let the beauty you love be what you do
******************************************
We are a circle within a circle
With no beginning and never ending

Breath by breath, thread by thread
Conjure justice, weave our web

Fortress walls tumbling down
Witches weaving, dancing, spiraling around

Sisters, brothers take my hand
If we join together we can heal the land
******************************************
We are the rising of the moon
We are the shifting of the sand
We are the seed that takes root
When we bring the fortress down

No army can hold back a thought
No fence can chain the sea
The earth cannot be sold or bought
All life shall be free
******************************************
We are the rising sun
We are the change
We are the ones we’ve been waiting for
We are dawning
******************************************
Earth my body, water my blood
Air my breath, and fire my spirit
I give every ounce of energy I have
To heal myself, you and the planet too!
******************************************
Every step I take is a healing step
Every step I take is a sacred step
Healing, healing, healing my body
Healing, healing, healing the land

The food of life and the waters of life
The food of life and the waters of life
Taste, taste the food of life
Drink, drink the waters of life
******************************************
Air am I, fire am I
Water, earth & spirit am I
******************************************
My body is the living temple of love
My body is the body of the goddess
Oh, I am what I am
******************************************
One day an army of gray-haired women
Will “finally” take over the earth
******************************************
Hold on, hold on
Hold the vision, that’s being born
******************************************
Courage sisters, you do not walk alone
We shall stand with you & guide your spirits home

Our hands remember how to spin
We spin justice on the rising wind
We spin threads of truth & chords of fate
We spin love into a river that will over-run hate

We spin justice like a burning star
We spin peace into a river that will overcome war

In the face of truth, no lie can stand
Weave the vision, strand by strand

Brake the chains that have kept us bound
Weave a web to bring the monster down

And if you want to know where true power lies
Turn and look into your sisters’ eyes

We are sweetwater, we are the seed
We are the storm wind to blow away greed
We are the new world we bring to birth
A river rising to reclaim the earth
******************************************
The river is flowing, flowing & growing
The river is flowing, down to the sea
Mother carry me, your child I will always be
Oh mother, carry me, down to the sea
******************************************
Rise with the fire of freedom
Truth is the fire that will break our chains
We’ll stop the fire of destruction
Freedom is the fire burning in our veins
******************************************
We are justice calling
Freedom rebirth
We are the river rising
to reclaim the earth
Let it begin with each step each we take
And let it begin with each chain we break
Let it begin with each breath we take
Let it begin every time we wake
******************************************
Our hands will work for peace & justice
Our hands will work to heal the land

Our feet will trace our moving patterns
Let us dance & heal the land
******************************************
Weave and spin, weave and spin
This is how the work begins
Mend & heal, mend & heal
Take a dream & make it real
Strand by strand, hand in hand
Thread by thread we weave this web
******************************************
humble yourselves in the arms of the wild
lay down low
humble yourselves in the arms of the wild
ask her what she knows
and we will lift each other up, higher & higher,
and we will lift each other up, higher & higher